DERESTRICTION OF DOCUMENTS

Addendum

In accordance with the Decision of the Contracting Parties on 25 October, the following documents are derestricted as from today:

Documents GATT/CP/89 to 120*
" /CP.3/20 and Addenda
" /36
" /54
" /60 and Revisions and Addenda
" /61
" /64
" /65
" /73 and Revisions and Corrigenda
" /85

It was also agreed that the Report of the Working Party on Resolutions of the International Chamber of Commerce should be derestricted at the close of the Session. Accordingly, documents GATT/CP.6/36 and Corr. 1 are also derestricted as from to-day.

At the request of the governments concerned the following documents remain restricted:

GATT/CP.3/3 and Add. 1 and Add. 1, Annex 1.
" /CP.3/22
" /CP.3/43
" /CP.4/40
" /CP/62.

* Document GATT/CP/93/Add.1 was distributed on 20 October and is accordingly NOT included in the list for derestriction now. It will be open for derestriction in March 1952.